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SOCIETY OF MICROSCOPISTS. 

A MICROSCOPE STAND. 

T. J. BURRILL, Ph.D., Champaign, Ill 

It is reasonable that everyone who uses, to any considerable ex- 

tent, a piece of apparatus should come to have certain definite opin- 
ions about it. The more varied his experience with different forms 
of any special instrument, the more likely will he be led to consider 
the advantages of this or that pattern, and the better, other things 
being equal, will he be capable of judging the best kinds. This is 

just as true in regard to microscopes as it is to any other piece of 

mechanism, and not more so, provided the things compared are 
such as demand equal closeness of observation to their exact and 
convenient working. But it cannot be too well understood that, 
with such a thing as a microscope, its use in actual practice may be 

quite a different thing from simple tests at a dealer's table. One can 

note the finish of the metal, the smoothness of the bearings, the 

general form of the instrument, and the like, in a few minutes' 

handling; but, if he wants to know how conveniently and perfectly 
the stand is adapted to his work, he must actually work with it, not 
for an hour, but for days and months. It may not be very credit- 
able to educated men and women to say they, like other folks, are 

very greatly creatures of habit; but it certainly is the fact, and as 
much so in regard to the kind of an instrument they prefer as in any 
other way. I have seen slaves on a Southern plantation using a hoe 
made by the plantation blacksmith, of a thick plate of metal having 
an eye through which the handle is inserted. Each workman 

provides himself with the latter, cut from a sapling in the swamp, 
the whole weighing several pounds. Now, these sagacious tillers of 
the soil would laugh at the modern factory hoe with its slim, smooth 

handle, its thin, polished blade, and keen edge. No, no; such a 

thing might do as a toy for the children of the "mas'r," but for real 
business in the canefields it could be of no use whatever. I beg 
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pardon of the microscopists to whom these lines are addressed, but 
must be permitted to say that at least some who, through long, toil- 

some years of hard work " over the tube," have earned a just recog- 
nition of prominence as experts in their special lines, are yet largely 
in the condition of the more humble workers to which I have 

alluded, in regard to their opinions of what is essential and desirable 
in a microscope. They like what they have best, because they are 

used to it. Anything else is an awkward affair with them. This is 

one of the reasons why a mere examination of a microscope is of 

little comparative value. 
I will not set myself above others in this respect, but do think 

there is decided advantage in recognizing, to begin with, that very 
many of our preferences come from simple habit, with absolutely no 
other or better reason for choice. We think, to be sure, that we 
make intelligent selections and are ready, in words and deeds, to 
substantiate our claims, but it is exceedingly easy to be self-de- 
ceived, especially when we want to be. I can very well remember 

sitting in church when a little boy and comparing my own father 
with other men. There was nobody to approach him in fineness of 

appearance and nobility of character. I gladly cling to the opinion 

yet; but, however it may be now, it was then to me a real and unde- 
niable fact, with no suspicion of error or chance of mistake. I 

would not, and could not, have had it otherwise, whatever the truth 
to others may have been. It is admitted that we are all children of 

larger growth, and we may as well acknowledge it, to a very consid- 
erable extent, in the matter of which we write. But making every 
possible allowance for this and adding that, in the course of twenty- 
five years' constant use of the microscope, all the principal models 

have, at one time or another, been mine for prolonged service, I 
make bold to offer, as a sort of summary, the following remarks upon 
the requisites of a good microscope stand. 

Before, however, describing in detail the parts of the instrument, 
it ought to be stated that the microscope must be considered an in- 
strument of precision, an implement for careful, exact, thoroughly 
accurate and thoroughly reliable work. He who does not so regard 
the instrument need not further trouble himself with this paper. It 
is too easy to make mistakes in microscopical work to admit of any 
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uncertainty in the performance of apparatus. Mechanical perfec- 
tion must be insisted upon, and the worker must be perfectly master 
of his machine. This does not imply that the instrument must be 
elaborate in construction or beautiful in design. In this, as else- 

where, " beautiful is who beautiful does." An excellent microscope 
need not be highly expensive, though I do strenuously insist that 

expense ought not to be a first consideration. Especially do I in- 

sist, contrary to the prevalent practice, if not accepted principle, 
that students and beginners generally should have good instruments. 
It is well nigh, or quite, a crime to impose upon those who cannot 
be expected to know for themselves a bad implement of any kind 
and expect good work done. If an ignorant plantation hand is con- 
tent to work with a poor tool because he knows of none better, 
should not he who is responsible for the work and for the well-being 
of his employees know and do better? What shall be said of an 
educational instructor, charged with the high responsibility of cor- 

rectly guiding young men and women, who have but one school life 
to live and but one chance to fit themselves for living, if he fails in 

any sense to appreciate that the very best he can offer is always too 

poor. If anybody is to have a good microscope, by all means let it 
be the student as he begins his laboratory work. He himself is 

awkward. The expert may get along with a poor outfit, but the be- 

ginner ought not to be hampered and hindered by any imperfections 
in his tools. If he knew enough to refuse the bad, as he afterward 

would, there would be less pity for him and perhaps less imposi- 
tion practiced. " He who works with poor tools is twice tired"; 
the beginner who has poor equipments and delicate work to perform 
is doomed beforehand. Catering to the public demand, manufac- 
turers name in their catalogues the low-grade things as "student" 

series, "student" stands. Shame on our teachers that one who 
wanted to sell microscopes should dare use the word in this connec- 
tion ! I know it will be said in reply that it is better to have a cheap 
instrument than none at all; but, after again explaining that low 
cost is altogether a different thing from low quality, I stoutly affirm 

that no one is so much to blame as the instructor himself if his stu- 

dents are long permitted to use improper microscopes, whoever 

may be trustees or directors. The term ( student stand" is a 
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good one, but it must imply the highest perfection of mechanical 
excellence with an omission of no one essential requisite for the very 
best work of the kind usually required of students. We may easily 
leave additional peculiarities to the specialists and hobbyists, but for 
the completion of a laboratory course of work, nothing ought to be 
omitted from the instrument which is necessary to the best accom- 

plishment of that work. 
With these preliminaries I proceed to a description of my 

ideal microscope stand for ordinary investigations. Of course 
it will be understood that this is from the standpoint of a micros- 

copist, rather than that of a mechanician. The foot must stand 

upon three points, and these should be shod with rubber. With 
the center of gravity adjusted for it, the two projections are 
best directed backward, to prevent easy tipping when the tube is 
inclined. This disposes at once with the horse-shoe base so gener- 
ally used in continental Europe. In fact the dismissal is too uncere- 

monious, for with the small and short tube used on these instru- 
ments and with the amount of metal in the foot, the danger men- 
tioned is practically obviated. But it seems to me that the 
extra weight of the base is a cumbersome makeshift which 

ought to be avoided if practicable. In regard to the small tube, 
something will hereafter be said. As a further security of the 
instrument from tipping obliquely sidewise and backward, the hind 

resting point of the horseshoe-base is usually considerably extended 
sidewise. An excellent German stand, the most popular one in this 

country, now before me, has this rest one and seven-eighths inches 

wide, thus practically making four points in contact with the table- 
another fault in construction. With all the inherent defects of the 

horseshoe-foot, I freely admit that for an upright instrument, made 
as low as possible, with its center of gravity well down towards the 

table, it is, after all, the best conceivable form. It allows the mirror 
to swing down to the table itself, and, with the conditions stated, the 
stand is sufficiently stable. But with other conditions, it is exceed- 

ingly faulty, and becomes ludicrous as sometimes used. We must 
not lose sight of the fact that stability depends more upon the poise 
of the instrument than upon the weight of the foot. A heavy foot 
is of no advantage whatever, aside from keeping the instrument from 
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falling over, if other things are properly made. With rubber rests a 

very light stand does not easily slip on the smoothest surface, and 
such rests do vastly better service than several pounds of metal in 

preventing tremor communications. It may be argued that extra 

weight is no disadvantage, since it is borne by the table, not by the 
worker. Why not, then, provide a clamp, and have no foot at all ? 
If the instrument is never to be moved, stick it fast to the work 
table and there let it remain! I am sure, however, this would not 
suit either private workers or laboratories, however useful such an 

arrangement may be in a traveling outfit. 
In my ideal instrument, I should, therefore, have a tripod base, 

with the single projection forward, and this flat and thin so as not to 

seriously interfere with sub stage room, the whole simply heavy 

enough and broad enough for reasonable security, the weight being 
considerable less than half that usually put into the horseshoe form. 
There should be two supporting pillars rather than one, both for 

good appearance and the tendency to greater firmness, coupled with 

ease of movement of the compound body. This last should be 

easily regulated by a screw to control the friction. A stop should be 

provided by which the instrument may be accurately brought to the 

horizontal. 
The base and pillars may be of iron, cast in one piece and 

japanned. This is not entirely on the score of economy. It is not 

essential in the instrument in mind that there should be any move- 

ment of the supporting columns on the base. I should not try to 

have the foot so fixed as to put either forward. The japanned 
surface is more durable than any lacquer, and certainly better in 

appearance after some years of wear than most brass work under 

similar usage. But economy in a part like this is commendable, 

detracting nothing whatever from the best service of the instrument, 

but, as just said, rather increasing it. 
It has already been inferred that my instrument should have a 

joint for inclination. One of the first maxims by which a careful 
worker should be guided is: "Make yourself comfortable." No 

one can do his best physical or mental work with anything like 

torture to his body. As I take a natural and easy position at my 
table for this writing, my head and back are by no means placed as 
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they must be to look down a vertical tube. Why should I try to 
educate myself into awkwardness and discomfort to accommodate a 

faulty instrument ? I believe it is seriously, if not guiltily, improper 
to train beginners to work only over a vertical tube. We all know 
what habits are and how easily bad ones take hold upon us, especi- 
ally when we are young and beginning new service. It is a lifelong 
detriment to gain the habit of writing with a cramped hand. It is 

abundantly worse to cramp one's chest and tamper with one's eyes 
by favoring undue congestion of the brain. To be sure, some work 

requires an erect instrument, but with the joint this is secured at 
will, and without detriment in any way beyond a very slight ad- 
ditional expense. 

The mirrors-plane and concave-must be adjustable for focusing 
on an arm swinging upon an axis level with the object, and capable 
of rising above the stage. I do not regard this last of the same de- 

gree of importance as the inclining joint, for there are other ways of 

securing the desired illumina-tion aside from the central beam, which 
is the one with which all mostly work, except as specialists. Still, 
this American "tail-piece," as some foreign manufacturers call it, is 
so simple in construction and so acceptable when needed that we 
cannot afford to dispense with it. It ought to be graduated to show 
the angle at which it is placed. We must have some fitting for sub- 
stage illumination. No worker with a microscope, certainly none in 
college classes, ought to be ignorant of the use of the modern con- 
densers. Certainly our ideal stand must be constructed to permit 
their attachment. It very often happens that a low-power objective 
can be used with the greatest advantage as a condenser, hence for 
this reason our fitting ought to be readily adapted to it. To get the 
best results the condenser must be very accurately centered, which I 
have never been able to satisfactorily accomplish without setting- 
screws. The screw clamp is not sufficiently manageable. 

The stage should be as low as consistent with needed room 
below, but this last must not be trespassed upon for any considera- 
tion whatever. Four and a half inches from the table is a conven- 
ient height, and probably allows all necessary room below. A half 
inch lower would be preferred by some, while I should not object 
to a fourth or even a half inch higher, if the facilities of illumina- 
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tion required it. Three and a half inches is sufficiently wide, and 
the circular form is desirable. Above all things the stage must be 

very firm, so strongly fashioned and supported that no ordinary 
pressure of the hand will affect it. To secure this rigidity the 
method of construction, instead of great thickness, must be appealed 
to. Indeed, with a strong rim the plate can be quite thin, and is 
better so made, aside from its advantage in the use of very oblique 
light. The stage need only be furnished with a pair of delicate 

clips. These should be watch-spring steel or something as good. 
The heavy, stiff abominations, sometimes furnished with even high- 
priced instruments, ought not to be tolerared by any buyer. A glass 
sliding stage, of simple construction, is a real convenience, much 
said to the contrary notwithstanding. One can make with its aid 
the minute movements often required with greater ease and cer- 

tainty, especially with one hand, than by manipulating the slide 
itself. But I should make this so that it can be instantly removed 
or left off altogether if the buyer so preferred. A mechanical 

stage need only be used in special work, but as it is an essential in 

photography with high power objectives, and in work requiring 
much careful searching of a field where only high powers suffice, it 
is desirable to have it possible to readily attach the mechanism to 
the common stage I prefer the form by which the 3 x i inch slide 
is simply grasped at the ends, allowing it to lie flat on the surface of 
the plain stage; the preference is mainly from the simplicity and 

cheapness. But a mechanical stage is a delusion, an intolerable vex- 

ation, if the movements are not smooth and under exact and easy 
control. Better have none than one that jumps, now refuses to go, 
and now goes too far. If worth having, it is worth graduating to 
facilitate refinding a desired object. In any event, it must be 

easily removable, leaving the plain stage readily accessible. 
The arm (Jackson model) must support the tube along the side, 

and should be so fashioned as to make a convenient handle, by 
which the instrument is grasped when moved. This last is a very 
minor consideration, but really worth attention. For myself, I 

should prefer to have this also of japanned iron, gracefully curved 
and rounded. Here especially, sharp angles, the pride of brass- 

filers, are objectionable in use, and are exceedingly liable to become 
the worse in appearance from wear. 
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The fine adjustment must be thoroughly perfect in action. This 
must be made emphatic beyond everything else. The movement 
must be easy, absolutely prompt, rigidly free from lateral displace- 
ment and with as much range as possible, in any case not less than 
an eighth of an inch. The position of the milled head controlling 
the screw is a matter of much more moment than commonly thought. 
It is more essential that this be low than it is that the stage be so 

placed. To reach up under one's chin for the milled head is annoy- 
ing, to say the least; and if that chin happens to be a bearded one, 
so much the worse for good digestion and morality! The less the 
distance from the stage to the milled head of the fine adjustment 
the better, for the hand is so frequently passed from one to the other 
that no obstacle should be permitted to interfere with the move- 
ment. This milled head must be equally accessible to either hand, 
and in every way the most conveniently handled of any part of 
the instrument. It should also be graduated with degree marks, 
though it cannot be said to be essential that these should be num- 

bered. The motion must apply to the whole tube. Nothing else 
can be considered ideal, whatever may be said of nose pieces and 

stage movements. 
A rack and pinion or something equally good should be consid- 

ered essential for the coarse adjustment. To be sure one can man- 
age a tube slipping in a sleeve and not become profane. It is con- 
ceivable how habit will even cause one to prefer this form. I once 
heard a man argue that it was the best not counting cost, and the 
next minute he pushed his objective down upon the gill of a fresh 
water clam, then wiped its front lens with his finger. It is a sort of 
fashion to deride machinery. Certain biologists are afraid to use a 

well-constructed, neatly-kept microscope, lest they be taken for 
amatuers. Their apartments are haunted with this ghost; their 
students come to fear the same spectre. For my part I want to do 
as good work in as satisfactory manner, with as little exhaustion of 
nervous energy as any amateur, and should our results correspond 
I shall not cry about it. So I will stick to the rack and pinion with 
two good-sized milled heads unless something better is offered. 
With good workmanship this movement is perfectly smooth, with no 
back-lash. Oblique teeth used by some manufacturers seem to be 
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advantageous. Let it be borne in mind that I am attempting to 
describe an instrument for general, practical work, for student and 

investigator, with nothing which can be omitted without detriment 
and with no more expense than barely sufficient for the best accom- 

plishment. 
We come now to the mooted question of the size and length of 

tube. There are two advantages of the larger tubes which must be 

recognized, whether or not we admit others. In the first place 
these tubes permit the use of diaphragms to cut off the injurious 
reflection from the sides. It is impossible to blacken the inner sur- 
face of the tube so that there is no reflected light, and the usual 

attempts at this are dangerous to objectives, because the crumbling 
particles fall on to the back lens to an exceedingly injurious extent- 
Hundreds of workers over the tube have no conception of the state 
of their objectives in this particular. If they did it would often be 

so much the worse for the objectives, for the attempts to clean 
them would frequently injure more than cure. With metal 

diaphragms, properly placed and shaped, the unused light can be 

thoroughly intercepted and at the same time a safeguard instead of 

danger provided for the optical parts. Again, the larger tubes make 
it possible to use larger field lenses with low power eye-pieces, a 

thing of no mean importance. This however depends somewhat 

upon the length, because the longer the tube, the wider the upper 
end may be with advantage. 

In regard to the length, I cannot help but feel that too little 

attention is usually given by those who use the instrument to the 

proper adjustment for the objectives employed. If these are with- 
out collar corrections and are made for a ten-inch tube with cover- 

glass of a definite thickness, then the best work cannot be expected 
of them with any other length, if the same kind of eye-piece is used. 
Whatever else is sacrificed this best work should always be secured. 
There is nothing that can compensate for impairment of the best 

possible image from the objective. The microscopist must know 
what that best image is, and must know how to secure it, or he must 
fail in an important element of success. The special length of tube 
for the special objective becomes therefore a practical consideration 
of transcendent import. Draw-tubes are of great service if intelli- 
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gently managed, but otherwise may easily be the source of much 

unsuspected mischief. It is well known that English and American, 
as well as some other, objectives are constructed for a ten-inch tube. 

For these, under usual circumstances, there is no alternative as to 

length of tube for the stand, unless indeed an eye-piece is especially 

adapted to the changed conditions. Beginners especially ought to 

recognize this imperative condition of things. Of course the same 

reasoning holds good in regard to objectives and tubes of shorter 

working. With an objective constructed for a tube length of one 

hundred sixty millimeters, this latter length should be used and no 

other, except as modifications are made by collar adjustment, thick- 

ness of cover, peculiarity of eye piece and the like. 

So far there is no choice offered, but if it is a question of conve- 

nience or merit between a six-inch and a ten-inch tube, be- 

fore purchasing either stands or objectives, then there is a chance 

for selection. So far as the optical question is concerned there can 

be no great difference, or we should have long ago heard more of it 

from those who have made these matters a special study. Of course 

the curvatures of the lenses must be increased for the short tube to 

furnish the same magnification. In other words those who work with 

short tubes must use objectives or eye-pieces of somewhat greater 

power to secure the enlargement obtained with the longer combina- 

tion. In my experience the higher the power of the eye-piece the 

more fatigue to the eye in prolonged work, and certainly the higher 
the power of the objective the greater the necessity of having all 

adjustments from the illuminating mirror to the eye exactly correct. 

An advantage of large field lenses in low power eye-pieces and with 

long tubes has been previously mentioned. It therefore appears to 

me that, from the standpoint of optical performance, the long tubes 

do have some advantage over those of shorter length, and provided 
there is nothing to forbid they are consequently to be preferred. 
The only other question is that of convenience. If an instrument 

is to be used in an upright position continually I have no hesitation 

in saying that the shorter form is easier to work with. This carries 

us back to a topic already discussed in which I am fully aware the 

majority of biologists are against me. But I am by no means alone 

in the advocacy of an inclined stand. As a rule I find the students 
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in laboratories supplied with instruments made with a joint, using 
them for the most part inclined, unless the table is too low to 

conveniently permit it, and unless the instructor has studied in 

Germany. In fact it does appear that we are dominated too 

severely by German fashion, however exalted the work of those 
renowned laboratories. With abundant laboratory experience as 
botanist and teacher, I have very seldom found it necessary to work 
with a vertical tube. With low power work in z6ology the case is 

certainly different; but in any careful study of slides even in z6ology 
the worker may, and I think should, tip the instrument and sit as 

nearly upright as practicable, the table being of the most convenient 

height for ordinary writing. 
Both in theory and practice it will be seen I give the preference 

for this general purpose stand, to the long tube, or rather perhaps 
to one that can be very easily drawn to the ten-inch length, using 
objectives adapted to this dimension. Taken all in all American- 
made stands suit me better than those of foreign construction, 
though we of the guild will hardly admit there is no room for 

improvement. 
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